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“Ludwig von Mises’s The Theory of

Money and Credit at 101”↩
In The Theory of Money and Credit by Ludwig von Mises we have an intellectual

treasure chest: a work filled with theoretical and applied economic insights that

continues to be cited and debated a century after its initial publication (first

edition 1912). Like Mises’s Human Action, it is worth reading more than once.

Each rereading yields gems of insight that were not fully appreciated on the

previous reading.

Over the years the book has attracted critical attention from prominent

economists, especially since its translation into English in 1934. Soon after the

first edition appeared the great Swedish economist Knut Wicksell responded to

particular points on which it had criticized his view (see Festré 2003). In a

review, John Maynard Keynes (1914) praised the book in some respects, but

professed to find nothing original in it, presumably due to his later-admitted

inability to grasp unfamiliar ideas when reading German (Keynes 1930, p. 199

n.2). In well-known works, J. R. Hicks (1935, p. 2) and Don Patinkin (1956, pp.

71–2) felt compelled to note their differences from Mises’s analysis of the

demand for money. More recently economists have cited Mises’s book as

anticipating modern analysis, including Nobel laureate Edmund S. Phelps

(1968, p. 682) with respect to inflation expectations, and Nobuhiro Kiyotaki and

Randall Wright (1989, p. 194) with respect to search-theoretic models of how

money emerges.
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Economists who have commented on The Theory of Money and Credit in some

detail (Moss 1976, Rothbard 1976, Schuler 2012, Hülsmann 2013), and others

who have commented in passing, have often called attention to three major

contributions.

(1) It was the first work to use marginal-utility analysis to explain money

demand and thence to explain the purchasing power of the monetary unit and

its variation. In doing so it began with the preferences and expectations of

individuals. By contrast Irving Fisher’s near-contemporary Purchasing Power of

Money (1911) propounded the “quantity theory of money,” beginning not with

individuals but with aggregative variables in the “equation of exchange.”

(2) It marked a major departure in business-cycle theory by incorporating

capital theory to explain real features of cycles. Mises combined (a) the

Currency School’s analysis of unsustainable business booms due to the

injection effects of an unwarranted money expansion with (b) Wicksell’s

analysis of the effects of holding the market rate of interest below the

equilibrium or “natural” rate of interest, and (c) Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk’s

capital theory, in which having the interest rate at its equilibrium level is the

key to coordinating saving preferences with the intertemporal structure of

production. From these elements he forged a novel monetary-malinvestment

theory of the business cycle. As noted by Festré (2003), “While Wicksell focused

on price level fluctuations [as did, we may add, Irving Fisher and other price-

level stabilizationists], Mises built a theoretical framework in which business

cycles are due to shifts in relative prices.” Building on Mises, F. A. Hayek in a

series of works spelled out in greater detail the theory of how a monetary

expansion that holds the interest rate too low causes cyclical malinvestment, a

systemic distortion in the economy’s intertemporal structure of production that

cannot be sustained (1931, 1933, 1939, 1941).

(3) It provided a modern “purchasing power parity” theory of exchange rates, in

the tradition of Henry Thornton (1802) and David Ricardo (1821), a few years

before Gustav Cassel further developed and spread his own version of the

theory (see Humphries 1979).
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The second of these contributions has been widely discussed in the literature

on Austrian Business Cycle theory. The third has been more or less absorbed

into mainstream economics. In what follows I would like to further discuss the

first one and to call attention to a fourth:

(4) It spelled out the role of competition among banks of issue in regulating the

quantity of fractional-reserve bank-issued money (banknotes and checking

accounts), putting the analysis and conclusions of the 19th-century Free

Banking School on a firmer footing. In discussing this issue I will draw on an

earlier but now inaccessible article of mine (White 1992) explicating Mises’s

free-banking views.

The Purchasing Power of Money, the

“Regression Theorem,” and Bitcoin

In seeking to explain the purchasing power of money (ppm) by reference to the

marginal utility of money to individuals, Mises had to overcome the objection

that such an explanation would necessarily be circular. The German economist

Helfferich (see Mises 1981, p. 141) had reasoned that a unit of money is valued

by any individual according to how much it can buy. Its valuation cannot then

be used to explain how much it can buy. Mises showed that this vicious circle

can be replaced by a harmless helix (McCulloch 1980). An individual values a

unit of money according to how much he expects it to buy, and the process of

forming this expectation will almost unavoidably draw in part (which is not to

say exclusively) on his knowledge of the ppm he has most recently observed.

Given his expectation of today’s ppm, the individual decides how many units he

wants to hold, his quantity demanded. The market quantity demanded is the

sum of individual quantities. Equilibrium ppm occurs where the market

quantity demanded equals the market quantity supplied. As for all other goods,

the exchange ratio for money is determined by the ratio “where both supply

and demand are in exact quantitative equilibrium” (Mises 1981, p. 129). Where

the quantity supplied exceeds the quantity demanded at the prevailing ppm,
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the ppm falls through the spending of excess balances. The ppm rises in the

reverse case of an excess quantity demanded.

Under Mises’s hypothesis about money demand, today’s ppm draws on

yesterday’s, and yesterday’s on that of the day before, and so on. Mises called

this proposition “the regression theorem.” How far back does the regression, or

historical linkage, go? From a forward-looking perspective of explaining

movements in the ppm from here on out, it really doesn’t matter. But logically,

Mises explained, for a commodity money it goes back to the day before the

commodity first started being used as a medium of exchange. On that day it

had an exchange value or purchasing power due only to the interaction of its

supply with the demand for it as an ordinary commodity (for consumption or

for use as a productive input) and not for use as a medium of exchange. For a

fiat money like the U.S. dollar that became a fiat money by terminating the

redeemability of what had been a claim to a commodity money (Federal

Reserve Notes were once redeemable in silver or gold coin), the historical chain

goes back to the day before termination, and thence back to the day before

that commodity became a medium of exchange. Application of the logic to a

new fiat money that was initially a redeemable claim for an established fiat

money (like the Lithuanian talonas, redeemable 1:1 for the Russian ruble)

follows straightforwardly.

George Selgin (1994) has insightfully applied Mises’s historical-component

hypothesis to explain why all governments that have successfully launched new

fiat monies have first given them a fixed redemption value in terms of a

commodity or an established fiat money. Donald Patinkin (1956, pp. 114–16,

573–75), on the other hand, has criticized the inclusion of a historical

component in Mises’s account of money demand on the grounds that the

purchasing power of money (like the relative price of any good in Walrasian

general equilibrium theory) can be derived completely ahistorically by thought

experiment. Putting real money balances (in purchasing power units) into each

agent’s utility function, the economic theorist determines the real quantity of

money the agent demands when faced with various hypothetical price vectors.

The theorist then aggregates the individual real money demands, confronts
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them with the nominal supply, and solves at the market level for the ppm (and

simultaneously for the vector of other relative prices) consistent with clearing

all markets. Taken seriously, this approach suggests that a government might

introduce a new fiat money merely by announcing its nominal quantity, leaving

its purchasing power to be determined by the market-clearing requirement. Yet

this has never been done, which casts doubt on the practical relevance of

Patinkin’s logical construct.

J. R. Hicks (1935), in a well-known article published one year after the English

translation of The Theory of Money and Credit, and four years after the British

pound had become irredeemable in gold, commented that the historical

component in Mises’s theory makes the value of any fiat paper money the

“ghost of gold.” But that is possibly a misleading metaphor. A fiat money is not

a specter, but a living money. Its purchasing power evolves according to its own

supply and demand changes, uninfluenced (or should we say unhaunted?) by

the monetary unit’s past definition. So it might be better to say that in Mises’s

theory a fiat standard is the descendent of a deceased commodity standard.

The historical component is only one component that goes into ppm

expectations. Mises does not say that a money-demander will base his

expected ppm for today exclusively on yesterday’s ppm. Thus one should not

characterize the regression theorem as saying that today’s observed ppm by

itself determines tomorrow’s subjective value of money. The former rather

influences the latter via the individual’s ppm expectation. Mises says, quite

reasonably, that the money-demander’s ppm-expectation-formation

incorporates his experience. Ppm expectations need not be static. In a fiat

money economy with chronic inflation, the informed individual will make

ongoing downward adjustments to his expected ppm. He can also factor in

changes in the expected trend of inflation following central bank

announcements or his own diagnosis of likely movements in supply or

demand. In the case where a commodity standard is suspended (for the

duration of a war, say) but resumption is expected, expectations of the future

ppm and hence the path of the actual ppm will be accordingly constrained.
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While all governments that have successfully launched new irredeemable

monies have first given them a fixed redemption value, this is not true of the

private irredeemable digital medium of exchange known as Bitcoin. A Bitcoin is

basically a unique digital string of characters kept on one’s hard drive or other

storage medium. There are currently about 12 million Bitcoins in existence. The

dollar value per unit changes daily. On December 1, 2013, Bitcoin traded at just

above $958 per unit, making the total stock equivalent to more than $11.8

billion. (The latest value of Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies can be tracked

at http://coinmarketcap.com/.) As I understand it, the Bitcoin system produces

new units at a preprogrammed diminishing rate, set to max out eventually at

21 million units, and awards new units to “miners” whose computers solve

math problems generated by the system. Bitcoin units seem to have no

ordinary commodity use (no value as anything other than a medium of

exchange) and are not redeemable claims to anything. Bitcoin seems to have

lifted itself by its own bootstraps from nothingness to a positive purchasing

power.

It is accordingly a challenge to account for Bitcoin (its acceptance as a medium

of exchange with a positive purchasing power) using Mises’s regression

theorem. But, as Robert P. Murphy (2013a, 2013b) has argued, it would be a

mistake to believe that if Bitcoin doesn’t seem to fit the regression theorem

then Bitcoin cannot possibly become money. Bitcoin is already a medium of

exchange, that is, some people do trade for Bitcoins in order to use them to

purchase goods and services. All that Bitcoin needs to become money (a

commonly accepted medium of exchange) is wider acceptance, which the

regression theorem does not rule out. (See also Šurda 2013.)

Two responses to the challenge seem possible. One is to say that the historical

component posited by the regression theorem is not strictly necessary to

explain the purchasing-power expectations people initially formed for Bitcoin.

The historical component is important to the initial medium-of-exchange value

of a good that did have a market value the previous day as an ordinary

commodity, or as a redeemable claim, but it cannot be important to a new

medium of exchange that had neither. In such a case purchasing-power

http://coinmarketcap.com/
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expectations must arise entirely from forward-looking speculation. Early

adopters who paid positive numbers of dollars (or traded pizzas or devoted

CPU time) to acquire Bitcoins did so because they believed that it might attain a

higher dollar value in the future. In this account, the value of Bitcoin is basically

a bubble, a self-feeding phenomenon unanchored by fundamentals. The

trouble with a bubble story, of course, is that is consistent with any price path,

and thus gives no explanation for a particular price path. Consistent with the

bubble story, some Bitcoin-imitator crypto-currencies have crashed to zero

after trying to launch into positive value.

The other possible response is to preserve the universal applicability of the

regression theorem by saying that Bitcoin must have been a useful commodity

to some people before it became a medium of exchange. As Murphy (2013b)

puts a version of this case, it could be argued that “the very first people to

trade for it did so because it provided them with direct utility because they

knew there was at least a chance that it would serve to chafe the governments

of the world with their printing presses.… [T]he early adopters of Bitcoin were

doing it for ideological reasons, not for pecuniary reasons.” Then, once it had

an observable positive price, “it was off to the races in terms of standard

Misesian theory.” This scenario, however, does not deliver what the argument

requires, namely, an account of how Bitcoins initially had a positive value apart

from their actual or prospective use as medium of exchange. The value at every

point in this scenario derives entirely from use or prospective use as a medium

of exchange (only such use as a dollar competitor is what might “chafe the

governments,” not the existence of untraded digital character strings). The

ideological-value story, like the bubble story, does not tell us what the value per

Bitcoin might be but is consistent with any arbitrary value. It does not explain

why, in the fabled first trade of Bitcoins for goods in 2010, the transactors

settled on 10,000 BTC for two Papa John’s pizzas (Mangu-Ward 2013), or why

anyone else took that price seriously as a basis for forecasting the next day’s

Bitcoin purchasing power.

But perhaps there is no explanation for the exchange rate in the first Bitcoin

transaction other than whimsy. (Did the transactors consult the electricity costs
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of mining one Bitcoin at that time?) Perhaps what allowed other traders to

begin taking Bitcoin prices seriously was the observed wiliness of many people

to engage in similar whimsies, including exchanging dollars for Bitcoins, which

gave a historical component to expectations of a positive purchasing power for

one Bitcoin.

Mises’s Understanding of Fiduciary Media

and Free Banking

In The Theory of Money and Credit (1981, p. 299) Mises clearly explained how it is

not generally feasible to hold a fractional reserve behind redeemable claims to

ordinary commodities, but it is feasible in banking. A firm that issues 1000

tickets reading “redeemable on demand for one loaf of bread” will have to have

to be prepared to hand over 1000 loaves of bread, because people who want

to eat bread will redeem them. Bread tickets cannot satisfy hunger without

being redeemed. But trusted claims to silver or gold coin are different: they can

take the place of coins as media of exchange. To the extent that sellers in the

marketplace accept payment in a bank’s notes (or checks), holders of the notes

(or checking account balances) need not redeem them for coin before heading

to the marketplace. Thus the trusted banker who issues 1000 banknotes can

prudently count on only a fraction of them, and possibly a very small fraction,

being redeemed on any given day. In Mises’s words (p. 300), the trusted banker

“is therefore in a position to undertake greater obligations than he would ever

be able to fulfill; it is enough if he takes sufficient precautions to ensure his

ability to satisfy promptly that proportion of the claims that is actually enforced

against him.” The banker does of course face the problem of accurately

estimating the percentage of claims that will actually be redeemed, but

“prudent and experienced” bankers “usually manage pretty well with it” (p.

362).

Mises understood and explained the limits on the volume of bank-issued

money, or what he called “fiduciary media” (banknotes and checkable account
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balances in excess of specie reserves), much better than the 19th-century

Banking School or Currency School. In the tradition of Henry Thornton (1802)

and other “Bullionists,” he showed that the Banking School’s “real bills doctrine”

erred in supposing that the banking system could not over-expand by lending

on the right kind of collateral. A banking system acting in unison can always

lend more by lowering its interest rate on loans. Contrary to Banking School

doctrine, “the quantity of fiduciary media in circulation has no natural limits. If

for any reason it is desired that it should be limited, then it must be limited by

some sort of deliberate human intervention—that is by banking policy.” (p.

346).

But Mises immediately added that a natural limit is absent only when a uniform

interest rate policy is followed by all banks. Otherwise the banks that expand by

lending more at lower rates will be restrained by their losing reserves to banks

that don’t. This means that a natural limit is absent only when the entire banking

system is cartelized or directed by a central bank. Under free banking

competition, by contrast, any bank “will be able to circulate more fiduciary

media only if there is a demand for them even when the rate of interest

charged is not lower than that charged by the banks competing with it” (p. 347).

Under free banking there is a natural limit to the volume of fiduciary media.

Indeed, free banking competition compels the banks “to increase and decrease

their circulation pari passu with the variations in the demand for money, so far

as the lack of a uniform procedure makes it impossible for them to follow an

independent interest policy.” This has an unintended benefit: “But in so doing,

they help stabilize the objective exchange value of money” (p. 347). The

Banking School had vaguely recognized that the money stock is self-limiting in a

competitive system, but they misunderstood the cause (it is gold redeemability

working through the clearing system, not the properties of “real bills”). By

failing to understand that the quantity of money is self-regulating only under

free banking, the Banking School failed to grasp the danger of overexpansion

of money under a central-banking system absent some deliberate policy

constraint.
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The costliness of expanding a bank’s clientele, or the costliness of reserve

losses for a bank that issues additional redeemable liabilities without

expanding its clientele, means that it is incorrect to characterize fiduciary

media as “essentially costless to produce” or to speak of credit as “gratuitous”

under redeemability and competition. The quantity of fiduciary media lacks

natural limits only under central banking (or, implausibly, a cartel that institutes

a uniformly expansionary policy).

Mises’s clear understanding of the natural limits under free banking means

that we should regard his recommendations – in the last chapter of Part III of

the book, and in the Part IV that was added in 1953 – for “legal limitation of the

issue of fiduciary media” as second-best remedies for a polity that will not get

rid of its central bank and reinstitute free banking. He writes there about the

need for legal restrictions to limit the fiduciary issues of a central bank, not of

any need – there is no such need in his view – to artificially limit the issues of a

free banking system.

But even this stance was not categorical. After all, fractional-reserve banks have

an interest in agreeing on uniform policies to facilitate credit expansion. They

do not need governments and central banks in this regard (see Mises 1912, p.

426; 1953, p. 397). The long-run implication is patent: “The quantity of fiduciary

media in circulation has no natural limits. If for any reason it is desired that it

should be limited, then it must be limited by some sort of deliberate human

intervention – that is by banking policy” (1912, p. 360; 1980, p. 346). Mises

therefore qualified his endorsement of free banking, admonishing his readers

not to conflate it with an endorsement of fractional-reserve banking. The

prudent approach was to continue watching the banking industry and act

accordingly: “If it should prove easier now for the credit-issuing banks to extend

their circulation, then failure to adopt measures for limiting the issue of

fiduciary media will involve the greatest danger to the stability of economic life”

(Mises 1924, p. 410; 1980, p. 439).
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